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Preface

Related documentation
The full documentation set for Kofax FraudOne is available at the following location:

https://docshield.kofax.com/Portal/Products/FO/4.5.0-th2k87ey6r/FO.htm

In addition to this guide, the documentation set includes the following items:

Guides
• Kofax FraudOne Data Warehouse Installation and Operation Guide
• Kofax FraudOne Extended Reporting Features and Statistics
• Kofax FraudOne Feature Codes
• Kofax FraudOne Installation and Migration Guide
• Kofax FraudOne Java Client Customization Guide
• Kofax FraudOne Java Client Customization Layer
• Kofax FraudOne License Management
• Kofax FraudOne Report Component Installation Guide
• Kofax FraudOne SignCheck Result Codes
• Kofax FraudOne Standard Reporting Features and Statistics
• Kofax FraudOne The Book on CRS
• Kofax FraudOne Thin Client Customization Guide
• Kofax FraudOne Thin Client Customization Layer

Interfaces
• Kofax FraudOne Archive Interface Server
• Kofax FraudOne ASV Blackbox
• Kofax FraudOne Global Fraud Signature Web Service Developer's Guide
• Kofax FraudOne Common API Specifications for GIA Engines
• Kofax FraudOne Service Program Interfaces
• Kofax FraudOne User Login Procedure
• Kofax FraudOne Standard Teller Interface
• Kofax FraudOne Variant Cleanup Utility

Online Help
• Kofax FraudOne Administration Client Help
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• Kofax FraudOne Java Client Help
• Kofax FraudOne Server Monitor Help
• Kofax FraudOne Thin Client Help

Training
Kofax offers both classroom and computer-based training that will help you make the most of your Kofax
FraudOne solution. Visit the Kofax website at www.kofax.com for complete details about the available
training options and schedules.

Getting help with Kofax products
The Kofax Knowledge Base repository contains articles that are updated on a regular basis to keep you
informed about Kofax products. We encourage you to use the Knowledge Base to obtain answers to your
product questions.

To access the Kofax Knowledge Base, go to the Kofax website and select Support on the home page.

Note The Kofax Knowledge Base is optimized for use with Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox or Microsoft
Edge.

The Kofax Knowledge Base provides:
• Powerful search capabilities to help you quickly locate the information you need.

Type your search terms or phrase into the Search box, and then click the search icon.
• Product information, configuration details and documentation, including release news.

Scroll through the Kofax Knowledge Base home page to locate a product family. Then click a product
family name to view a list of related articles. Please note that some product families require a valid
Kofax Portal login to view related articles.

• Access to the Kofax Customer Portal (for eligible customers).
Click the Customer Support link at the top of the page, and then click Log in to the Customer Portal.

• Access to the Kofax Partner Portal (for eligible partners).
Click the Partner Support link at the top of the page, and then click Log in to the Partner Portal.

• Access to Kofax support commitments, lifecycle policies, electronic fulfillment details, and self-service
tools.
Scroll to the General Support section, click Support Details, and then select the appropriate tab.
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Chapter 1

General API to inquire to the SignPlus E II
Clients

This interface is available in all SignPlus E II Clients (Java Client, OS/2 C Inquiry Client, NT C Inquiry
Client, Thin Client), except for the action codes ‘08’, ‘12’, ‘13’, and ‘14’, which are only available with the
Java Client.

CHAR _CDECL SigInterface (acActionCode CHAR [2], ...)

Note Use _CDECL to be compiler independent.

The function has a variable number of arguments, depending on ActionCode; all parameters are
characters or null-terminated strings.

The return value is the Result Code, as listed in Appendix A.

Blocking and focus
The API is synchronous, which means the API is blocked till the action is completed or till the user
switches back to the calling application via a hotkey – details see description for each action code
below. The focus is always switched to SignBase/SignCheck, unless otherwise noted below. The focus
switch-back is described for each action code, below. SignBase/SignCheck may also be configured (in
SPSigInt.ini) to minimize whenever the focus is switched back.

Note SignBase/Check will refuse an action if it is still busy with an older one, i.e. if it has not yet returned
from the last call.

The following ActionCodes are defined:
• ActionCode ‘00’

is to start-up the SignPlus Client (HWND ParWinHandle). This function only has to be called if the
SignPlus Client is not running, otherwise it has no effect (SOFTPRO’s DLL checks if an instance of the
SignPlus Client is already running and if that is the case it immediately returns and does not start-up
another instance). Please note that this ActionCode is implemented synchronously, i.e. the DLL waits till
the SignPlus Client is started-up before returning to the calling thread.
SOFTPRO urgently recommends to automatically start-up the SignPlus Client when starting-up the PC!
Blocking and focus:
blocked till initialize plus logon complete, focus switched back on return.
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• ActionCode ‘01’
is for SignBase to display the signatories for a given account.
Parameters:
HWND ParWinHandle, BNO, COUNTRYID, BANKCODE, CUSTOMERNO, ACCTNO
Blocking and focus:
blocked till user switches back with a hotkey or not blocked, returning after data displayed (configurable
in SPSigInt.ini). The focus is switched back on pressing the hotkey or the focus is not switched back if
the Client is configured not to wait for the hotkey.

• ActionCode ‘02’
is for SignBase to display the signatories for a given customer.
Parameters:
HWND ParWinHandle, BNO, COUNTRYID, BANKCODE, CUSTOMERNO
Blocking and focus:
see Action code ‘01’

• ActionCode ‘03’
is for SignCheck VBD to display a transaction form with the reference signatures, NOT giving results.
Parameter:
HWND ParWinHandle, pn_nr, rel_nr_in_pn
Remark:
This call requires pn_nr+rel_nr_in_pn to be unique across days (for inquiries to items of the last day, for
example).
Blocking and focus:
see Action code ‘01’

• ActionCode ‘04’
is for SignCheck VBD to display a transaction form with the reference signatures, NOT giving results.
Parameter:
HWND ParWinHandle, doc_ref_nr
Remark:
This call requires doc_ref_nr to be unique across days (for inquiries to items of the last day, for
example)
Blocking and focus:
see Action code ‘01’

• ActionCode ‘05’
is the same as 03, but a result is given (NOT YET IMPLEMENTED).
result_par1 is either '0' (accept) or '1' (reject) or ‘4’ (cancel)
Blocking and focus:
blocked till the user presses the hotkey to switch back. At this time, the focus is also switched back.

• ActionCode ‘06’
is the same as 04, but a result is given (NOT YET IMPLEMENTED).
result_par1 is either '0' (accept) or '1' (reject) or ‘4’ (cancel)
Blocking and focus:
see Action code ‘05’
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• ActionCode ‘07’
is reserved for internal use

• ActionCode ‘08’
is for SignBase to create new customer/account/signatory entries.
Parameter:
HWND ParWinHandle, pszXMLSTRING
The XML data will be passed as a zero terminated string; it must syntactically satisfy the XML
specification, and the document type description signplus.dtd. Note that this does not allow change of
existing SignBase data. This action code is only available with the Java Client.
Blocking and focus:
blocked till storage complete (if configured for automatic storage) or blocked till user switches back with
hotkey (if Java Client configured to enable edit/display of the passed XML data). This is configurable for
the SOFTPRO development team, only. Analogous, the focus is either switched back after storage is
completed or after the user presses the hotkey to switch back.
Note This function call is deprecated beginning with SignPlus E II Release 2, and will not be supported
in future releases - use ActionCode ‘12’ with pszOptionFlag set to “1”.

• ActionCode ‘09’
is for SignBase / SignCheck to clear the workspace
Parameter:
HWND ParWinHandle, pszReleaseFocus
Blocking and focus:
blocked till clear workspace done. The focus will be switched back, if pszReleaseFocus is not equal “0”,
otherwise the focus will not be changed.

• ActionCode ‘10’
is used to notify SignBase on external Login attempts. Please read sp_login.doc for more information.
Blocking and focus:
The API immediately returns. No focus switch is done.

• ActionCode ‘11’
is reserved for internal use.
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• ActionCode ‘12’
is for SignBase (beginning with SignPlus E II Release 2) to create/modify/delete customer/account/
signatory entries.
Parameter:
HWND ParWinHandle, pszOptionFlag, pszXMLSTRING
The XML data will be passed as a zero terminated string; it must syntactically satisfy the XML
specification, and the document type description signplus.dtd. This action code is only available with the
Java Client.
pszOptionFlag may take either of these values:
”1”: create a new customer/account/signatory entry, return an error if the entry already exists.
”2”: update a customer/account/signatory entry, create a new entry if customer / account / signatory
doesn’t exist yet.
”3”: update a customer/account/signatory entry, return an error if the entry does not exist.
”4”: delete a customer/account/signatory entry, return an error if the entry does not exist.
”5”: update and append a customer/account/signatory entry
”6”: append a customer/account/signatory entry, existing records are not updated
”7”: delete and insert a customer/account/signatory entry, this is combining actions “4” plus “1” in one
call
Notes in case of an update:
If the XML file contains an object’s attribute with an empty or ‘null’ value, this attribute’s current value
will be deleted in the database. If the XML file does not contain an object’s attribute, this attribute’s
current value in the database will not be changed.
Within the XML file you can also specify what should happen if a whole object is not given in the XML
file: either don’t delete an object that exists in the database but is not given in the XML update or do
delete such an object.
Blocking and focus:
blocked till storage complete (if configured for automatic storage) or blocked till user switches back with
hotkey (if Java Client configured to enable edit/display of the passed XML data). This is configurable for
the SOFTPRO development team, only. Analogous, the focus is either switched back after storage is
completed or after the user presses the hotkey to switch back.
Note If you intend to modify an entry: use ActionCode ‘13’ to query a customer/account as an XML
string, modify the returned XML string, and finally pass the modified XML string to SigInterface with
ActionCode ’12’ and pszOptionFlag set to “2” or “3”.
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• ActionCode ‘13’
is for SignBase (beginning with SignPlus E II Release 2) to get a customer/account entry as an XML
string.
Parameters:
HWND ParWindowHandle, BNO, COUNTRYID, BANKCODE, CUSTOMERNO (same as
ACCOUNTNO when using an account based data model), ACCOUNTNO (an empty string if querying a
customer; NULL is not valid), FLAGS, ppszXMLResult).
The parameter FLAGS must be either “0” (do not return images) or “1” (return images in reduced
quality) or “2” (return images in reduced quality and with watermark).
The parameter ppszXMLResult is a pointer to a string variable, which will be set to the resulting XML
string. SOFTPRO allocates the memory for this resulting XML string.
Note You must call SigInterface with ActionCode ‘14’ to free the returned XML string after processing.
Blocking and focus:
The API returns after creating and filling the XML string. The focus is not switched to SignPlus.

• ActionCode ‘14’
is for SignBase (beginning with SignPlus E II Release 2) to free resources that were allocated in a
previous call with ActionCode ‘13’ (QueryXMLData)
Parameters:
HWND ParWindowHandle, ppszXMLResult
The parameter ppszXMLResult must equal the parameter that was passed in ActionCode ‘13’.
Blocking and focus:
The API returns after freeing the XML string. The focus is not switched to SignPlus.

• ActionCode ‘20’
is for SignBase / SignCheck to set the client window size
Parameters:
WND ParWinHandle, pszXPos, pszYPos, pszWidth, pszHeight, pszReleaseFocus
PszXPos and pszYPos define the lower left corner of SignBase/SignCheck, while pszWidth and
pszHeight define the window size, all values in screen pixels.
Blocking and focus:
blocked till set size done. The focus will be switched back, if pszReleaseFocus is not equal “0”,
otherwise the focus will not be changed.

• ActionCode ‘99’
kills the SignPlus Client
Parameter:
WND ParWinHandle
Blocking and focus:
blocked till Client ended, at which time the focus is switched back.
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Note
• As the ActionCode is 2 characters long, the first character of the ActionCode goes into the first byte of

acActionCode (acActionCode[0]) and the second into the second byte (acActionCode[1]).
Example
ActionCode 02 is represented as follows:
acActionCode[0]=’0’ and acActionCode[1]=’2’

• Since SignBase is implemented using historization of changed data, it would normally be necessary
to also give a date within each inquiry. This, however, is not needed as the date of those inquiries
described above always implicitly is ‘today’.

• HWND ParWinHandle is the Window Handle of the calling parent application’s window. When the
user switches from the SignPlus Client back to the calling application, this DLL uses that handle to set
the focus.

• For this interface, all values of all string parameters (BNO, COUNTRYID, BANKCODE,
CUSTOMERNO, ACCTNO, PN_NR, REL_NR_IN_PN, DOC_REF_NR, …) are in ASCII 7-bit (i.e. not
codepage- or locale- specific; they do not contain ‘Umlaut’ or other special characters).

• The API call is also available with _stdcall calling convention, named scSigInterface.

SOFTPRO has implemented this in a DLL, SPSigInt.DLL, for OS/2 and WIN32 and also delivers the .LIB
and .H files.

The function is implemented: _CDECL calling convention, multi-thread safe and self-contained (i.e. does
not require a C/C++ runtime DLL).

Hotkey to switch back to calling application
This is relevant for the action codes ‘01’ – ‘06’, ‘08’ and ‘12’ (if ‘08’ and ‘12’ configured to wait for user
switch back, see above); it is also relevant for SigEnroll (see 2.)):

Typically, within the bank applications there will be a hotkey to switch to the SignBase Client (showing
the window with the list of all signatories for this customer/account) and to switch to SC VBD (‘normal’
VSV window). Within SignBase and SignCheck VBD there is also a hotkey ‘Ctrl+Z’ to switch back. Please
note that the hotkey ‘Ctrl+T’ cannot be used within SignPlus as this hotkey is already used. For the action
codes ‘05’, ‘06’ and for SigEnroll (see Enrollment), there must be three hotkeys for ‘accept’, ‘reject’, and
‘cancel’. Those hotkeys ought to be defined on a per customer basis to the limit as to what is possible
within the Java Client and/or the C Clients (OS/2, NT).

Java API
The function SigInterface is also available as a Java class SPSigJava in package
de.softpro.signplus.client.spSigIf. SPSigJava implements action codes 00 ... 06, 99 and STV
(SignTellerVerification). The class SPSigJava accesses the C-API via JNI (Java Native Interface).
Documentation is available on request.
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Chapter 2

Enrollment

This interface is available only with the SignPlus E II Java Client.

The teller API supports new signatory/signature entries in either of two methods: SigInterface with
ActionCode ‘12’ (the XML interface for customer/account/signatory/signature data) or as SigEnroll API
call. SigEnroll is a simplified sub-function of SigInterface action code '12', which allows for entering or
changing signatures in SignBase.

SigEnroll will add a new signatory/signature to the SignBase database under the specified Name, or
will replace an existing signatory/signature entry, or will create/add a variant. The Modify command
is differentiated against a Create command by the parameter iSigno, any value greater than 0 will
be interpreted as a Modify command. Therefore you need to query a valid iSigno first. This may be
accomplished using STV (SignTellerVerification), see pad_sv.doc for further information. A value of 0 will
be interpreted as a new signatory/signature command, a value of –1 will be interpreted as a create add a
variant bound to a default signatory ‘dummy’ command.

Blocking and focus
SigEnroll behaves exactly as SigInterface action code ‘12’ – see 1.). The hotkey to switch back is
described in 1.) – last paragraph.

SignBase/SignCheck may also be configured (in SPSigInt.ini) to minimize whenever the focus is switched
back.

Entry Parameters Description

HWND Window handle of the calling application, optional

BNO Bank number, optional (use a default, then)

COUNTRYID ISO country code, optional (use a default, then)

BANKCODE Bank code, optional (use a default, then)

CUSTOMERNO Either the customer number or - when using an account based data model
- same as account number

ACCOUNTNO Account number, leave empty when using a customer based data model

CURRENCY The ISO currency of the account, optional on modify (bound variant:
ignored)

SIGNOIMAGE BW image or Grey Image or pad signature raw data, optional, may be
NULL
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Entry Parameters Description

SIGNO Signature and Signatory ID
0: create a new Signatory,
greater than 0: modify an existing Signatory,
-1 (‘add a bound variant’): create a dummy signatory (if the dummy does
not yet exist) with POWER=’S’ for all accounts and add the given image
as a variant, bound to this dummy); ‘add a bound variant’ is available in
SignPlus with the SignPlus E II Release 2

SIGNOLASTNAME Signatory last name, required on new (‘add bound variant’: ignored)

SIGNOMIDDLENAME Signatory middle name, optional on new (‘add bound variant’: ignored)

SIGNOFIRSTNAME Signatory first name, optional on new (‘add bound variant’: ignored)

SIGNOTITLE Optional (‘add bound variant’: ignored)

SIGNOPOSITION Optional (‘add bound variant’: ignored)

SIGNOSTYLE Signature Style (relates to signatory.latin in the SignBase database),
optional

SIGNOTYPE Type of Signatory, optional (‘add bound variant’: ‘V’ for variant)

SIGNOROLE Optional (‘add bound variant’: ‘9’ for variant)

SIGNOBIRTHDATE Signatory birth date, optional (‘add bound variant’: ignored)

SIGNOSCANDATE Signatory Date of signature capture, required if SIGNOIMAGE != NULL

CUSTOMERTYPE Optional (‘add bound variant’: ignored)

CUSTOMERNAME Optional Customer short name (‘add bound variant’: ignored)

ACCOUNTNAME Optional Account short name (‘add bound variant’: ignored)

Note For ‘add bound variant’ see the comments on each parameter, above.

For ‘add bound variant’ see the comments on each parameter, above.

On update of an existing signatory, all input fields replace existing data – this is also true for empty
strings (“”) in input fields.

Error Code Function call return value, see appendix A

FINALRESULT Detailed error code for creating/modifying the SignBase Entry

BNO Same as entry parameter

COUNTRYID Same as entry parameter

BANKCODE Same as entry parameter

CUSTOMERNO Same as entry parameter

ACCOUNTNO Same as entry parameter

CURRENCY Same as entry parameter
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SIGNOIMAGE Captured image if entry parameter was NULL, or same as entry
parameter

SIGNO On new Signature ID defined by SignBase, on modify same as entry
parameter

SIGNOLASTNAME Same as entry parameter

SIGNOMIDDLENAME Same as entry parameter

SIGNOFIRSTNAME Same as entry parameter

SIGNOTITLE Same as entry parameter

SIGNOPOSITION Same as entry parameter

SIGNOSTYLE Same as entry parameter

SIGNOTYPE Same as entry parameter

SIGNOROLE Same as entry parameter

SIGNOBIRTHDATE Same as entry parameter

SIGNOSCANDATE Same as entry parameter

CUSTOMERTYPE Same as entry parameter

CUSTOMERNAME Same as entry parameter

ACCOUNTNAME Same as entry parameter

The return parameter FINALRESULT may contain one of the values:

CANCEL_RETURN       // the processed was cancelled by the user
NOREFERDATA_RETURN  // No entry found, trying to access a non-existent or closed
 signatory)
ERROR_RETURN        // an error occurred during processing

The API return error codes are listed in Appendix A

CHAR _CDECL SigEnroll(HWND hwnd, pSP_ENROLLDATA pEnroll, pSP_ENROLLRESULT
pResult);

The API call is also available with _stdcall calling convention, named scSigEnroll.

Definitions of structures pENROLLDATA and pENROLLRESULT can be found in Appendix B).

A second API-call is provided to free any resources allocated to store the result data set. Please note that
the application may not reference any fields in the result data structure after freeing the resources.

This API must be called after SigEnroll returns!

CHAR _CDECL SigEnrollFree (pSP_ENROLLRESULT pResult);

The API call is also available with _stdcall calling convention, named scSigEnrollFree.
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Blocking and focus
The API returns after the data structures were freed. The focus is not switched to SignPlus.

Result/error codes
'0' is 'no error' (also given for ‘already initialized’),
'1' is 'busy',
'2' is ‘initialize failed or not initialized’
‘3’ is ‘communication failure’
‘4’ is ‘no data found’
‘5’ is ‘errors in given parameters’
‘6’ is ‘current user-id not allowed for the called action (for this BNO)’
‘7’ is currently not used and reserved
‘8’ is ‘call not implemented’
‘9’ is ‘other error’

Note Result codes are ASCII characters, '0' equals a decimal 48, hex 0x30

Structure definitions
typedef struct SP_ENROLLDATA_S {
char szBNO[3];
char szCountryID[3];
char szBankCode[8];
char szCustomerNo[20];
char szAccountNo[20];
char szCurrency[3];
int iSigno;
char szSignoLastname[40];
char szSignoMiddlename[30];
char szSignoFirstname[30];
char szSignoTitle[30];
char szSignoPosition[30];
char cSignoRole;
char cSignoStyle;
char cSignoType;
char szSignoBirthdate[10]; // Date entries: ‘YYYY-MM-DD’
char szSignoScandate[20];
char cCustomerType;
char szCustomerName[30];
char szAccountName[30];
IMAGEDATA SignoImage;
} SP_ENROLLDATA, *pSP_ENROLLDATA;

Valid cSignoStyle values:
• ‘0’ reserved - do not use,
• ‘1’ latin, default
• ‘2’ chinese,
• ‘3’ japanese,
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• ‘4’ thai,
• ‘5’ arabic,
• ‘6’ russian,
• ‘7’ greek,
• ‘8’ hebrew

Valid cSignoRole values:
• ‘1’ owner, default,
• ‘2’ authorized representative,
• ‘3’ signatory,
• ‘4’ principal,
• ‘5’ bank's authorized representative,
• ‘9’ variant;

Valid cSignoType values:
• ‘S’ Signature, default
• ‘V’ Variant, stored unbound
• ‘C’ Chop / rubber stamp

Valid cCustomerType values:
• ‘0’ private, default
• ‘1’ corporate
• ‘2’ other

typdef struct SP_ENROLLRESULT_S {
   int iFinalResult;
   SP_ENROLLDATA sEntry;
} SP_ENROLLRESULT, *pSP_ENROLLRESULT;

typedef struct SP_IMAGEDATA_S
{
   char cImageType;
   char cImageSource;
   int iImageLength;   // Length of the image in bytes
   void *pImage;       // pointer to an Image defined by iImageType;
} SP_IMAGEDATA, *pSP_IMAGEDATA;

Valid cImageType values:
• ‘0’: none, no Image is passed
• ‘1’: reserved for internal use
• ‘2’: black&white image, 1 bit monochrome, x- / y-Resolution tags must be filled, min 200 DPI, pImage

points either to an OS2 V2 / Win V3 Bitmap or a tiff (with resolution tags filled) image structure.
• ‘3’: grey image, 8 bit grey, x- / y-Resolution tags must be filled, min 300 DPI, pImage points to either to

an OS2 V2 / Win V3 Bitmap or a tiff (with resolution tags filled) image structure.
• ‘4’: Pad raw Vectors, see pad_sv.doc, pImage points to a structure in the format

pSPAPSV_SIGNATURE

Valid cImageSource values:
• ‘0’ account/signature card (default)
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• ‘1’ fax/copy
• ‘2’ other
• ‘3’ migrated from other application
• ‘4’ payment form
• ‘5’ pen pad / graphics tablet

// Pad Image Raw data
typedef struct SPAPSV_SIGNATURE_S
{
   int iVersion;         // Structure Version, 0x10000000
   int iNumSignatures;   // Number of sPadData entries
   struct SPASV_PADSIGNATURE_S *sPadData;
} SPAPSV_SIGNATURE, * pSPAPSV_SIGNATURE;

Version compatibility

The structure SPAPSV_SIGNATURE_S was extended with the fields iTimeStamp and uchPadSerial
starting with version 1.5.0 of spsigint.dll (build date 2004-01-12). If you previously linked to the teller
interface, it is required that you recompile and link any application using this library with tablet support.

typedef struct SPAPSV_PADSIGNATURE_S
{
char cDriverID;   // ‘0’: Unknown device
                  // ‘1’: captured with Wacom Intuos Pad series
                  // ‘2’: captured with MobiNetix Pad
                  // ‘3’: captured with Wacom Graphire Pad series
                  // ‘4’: captured with BS Hesy Pad
                  // ‘5’: captured with Wacom PL and Cintiq series LCD Pads
                  // ‘6’: captured with Interlink EpadPos Pad
                  // ‘7’: captured with Interlink EpadSig Pad
                  // ‘8’: captured with Interlink EpadInk Pad
                  // ‘:’: captured with TabletPC
                  // ‘;’: captured with Interlink EpadID Pad
                  // ‘<’: captured with MotionTouch LegaPad LCD
                  // ‘=’: captured with MotionTouch LegaPad
non-LCD
int iResolution;       // X / Y- Resolution of the Pad
int iMaxPressure;      // Max Pad pressure value
int iSampleFrequency;  // Sample frequency used to capture the pad vectors
int iNumPadVectors;    // Number of sPadVectors in this structure unsigned char
 uchPadSerial[20];   // serial number of the tablet
int iTimestamp;        // Timestamp, seconds since 1st Jan 1970, UTC struct
 SPASV_PADVETOR_S sPadVectors[iNumPadVectors];
} SPAPSV_PADSIGNATURE, *pSPAPSV_PADSIGNATURE;

typedef struct SPAPSV_PADVECTOR_S
{
int iPressure;   // Pressure
int iX;          // X-Coordinate
int iY;          // Y-Coordinate
} SPAPSV_PADVECTOR, *pSPAPSV_PADVECTOR;
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Chapter 3

Thin Client Teller API

The Thin Client supports two teller interfaces, one almost identical to the SignBase Java Client and
SignBase C Clients, as described above, and one interface accessing the SignPlus Servlet engine,
directly. In addition to the default Servlet interface SPTellerEntry, we still support two additional old Servlet
interfaces for backward compatibility reasons, Ups2Teller and Kld2Teller.

Note Please note this is a requirement with SignPlus E II Release 3.6 and newer and is highly
recommended for earlier Releases. Please see the administrator’s documentation (for Release 3.6 or
newer) for more information.

Please note this is a requirement with SignPlus E II Release 3.6 and newer and is highly recommended
for earlier Releases. Please see the administrator’s documentation (for Release 3.6 or newer) for more
information.

Thin Client compatibility Teller interface
The compatibility interface provides for the methods described above, it actually uses the same libraries,
but will return UNSUPPORTED_ERR_RETURN on functions that are not implemented yet.

The list of functions for the SignPlus Thin Client compatibility teller interface:

acActionCode Function

00 not supported

01 Display an account

02 Display a customer

03 SignCheck VBD display transaction form with reference signatures, based on prima
nota
(not yet supported)

04 SignCheck VBD display transaction form with reference signatures, based on
document number

05 SignCheck VBD display transaction form with reference signatures
(not yet supported)

06 SignCheck VBD display transaction form with reference signatures
(not yet supported

07 Verify Signature (STV)

08 Deprecated, not supported
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acActionCode Function

09 Clear workspace, does not apply, as the workspace will always be cleared in blocking
mode, and cannot be cleared in non blocking mode
(not yet supported)

10 Notify on external login attempts, not supported, the logon handling will be
implemented in a future extension by using modified API entries
(not yet supported)

11 Reserved

12 Create/modify/delete/append customer/account/signatory
(not yet supported)

13 Query customer/account/entry
(not yet supported)

14 Free resources which were allocated for ActionCode 13
(not yet supported)

20 Set Thin Client size and position, implementation differs from the above description
as the new size and position will not be activated until the next call for information to
be displayed in the browser window
(not yet supported)

99 Kill the client, differs from the above description, as it will kill the communication link
to the browser, but not the browser
(not yet supported)

The APIs SigEnroll and SigEnrollFree will return UNSUPPORTED_ERR_RETURN.

The method SigDynVer and SigDynFree are implemented as described in the document pad_sv.doc.

Direct access to the SignPlus servlet engine
The second teller interface in the Thin Client accesses the Servlet engine directly. This method is the
preferred one if using the Thin Client.

The teller will invoke a dedicated Servlet at any time to call the respective SignPlus functionality. SignPlus
will perform the requested task, and finally return control to the Thin Client. All parameters are passed
either with rewritten URL or with POST methods. The number and name of the parameters differ
according to the requested functionality.

The main difference to the client compatibility interface is the asynchronous communication. The caller
process is not blocked, as long as the Thin Client processes the request.

Session handling (up to SignPlus E II Release 3.5)

To avoid a new login-process after each call, please ensure that the Web Server configuration allows
creating session cookies (in the SignPlus context configuration within the tomcat file server.xml, the
attribute cookies="true" has to be configured). Without cookies, a special treatment of the first response of
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the web server would be needed, so that the client application is notified of the actual sessionid. The client
application would then have to pass this sessionid in all subsequent requests within the urls.

For example

1. First call:
http://(url of web server)/SPTellerEntry?(parameters)

2. Evaluate the response to parse the jsessionid parameter

3. Subsequent calls:
http://(url of web server)/SPTellerEntry;jsessionid=0…9?(parameters)

URL (up to SignPlus E II Release 2)

http://(url of web server)/servlet/de/softpro/signplus/
SPThinClient.SPTellerEntry?(parameters)

so, the name of the called servlet is SPTellerEntry.java

Note With SignPlus E II Release 3 (Jakarta Tomcat 4.1 or higher version), call:

http://(url of web server)/SPTellerEntry?(parameters)

Display account
Parameters for function 01, display an account:

Parameter Description

Fct “01”, function ID for display account

BNO ASCII string for the BNO

CountryID ASCII string for the country ID

BankCode ASCII string for the bank code

CustomerNo ASCII string for the customer number

AccountNo ASCII string for the account number

PersonalId ASCII string for the personal ID

ReturnTo ASCII string of the url to call when done

Parameters are transmitted as rewritten URL.

The url ‘ReturnTo?rc=RetCode’ will be invoked when done. Retcode is the return code as described
above.

Display customer
Parameters for function 02, display a customer:
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Parameter Description

Fct “02”, function ID for display customer

BNO ASCII string for the BNO

CountryID ASCII string for the country ID

BankCode ASCII string for the bank code

CustomerNo ASCII string for the customer number

PersonalId ASCII string for the personal ID

ReturnTo ASCII string of the url to call when done

Parameters are transmitted as rewritten URL.

The url ‘ReturnTo?rc=RetCode’ will be invoked when done. Retcode is the return code as described
above.

Display transaction form, based on prima nota (not yet implemented)
Parameters for function 03, display transaction form (and corresponding reference signatures/images)
based on a prima nota (SignCheck VBD, available with SignPlus E II Release 3):

Parameter Description

Fct “03”, function ID to display a transaction form together with the corresponding
reference signatures/images

PN_NR ASCII string for prima nota number

REL_NR_IN_PN ASCII string for relative number in prima nota

ReturnTo ASCII string of the url to call when done

Parameters are transmitted as rewritten URL.

The url ‘ReturnTo?rc=RetCode’ will be invoked when done. Retcode is the return code as described
above.

Display transaction form, based on document number
Parameters for function 04, display transaction form (and corresponding reference signatures/images)
based on document number (SignCheck VBD, available with SignPlus E II Release 3):

Parameter Description

Fct “04”, function ID to display a transaction form together with the corresponding
reference signatures/images

DOC_REF_NO ASCII string document reference number
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Parameter Description

archiveDoc y - get document from short term archive
n - get document from SignCheck production environment
b - search for a document will be done in SignCheck production first; if the
document cannot be found there an additional search is performed for an (short
term) archived document

QueueName ASCII string of the queue name, that has to be set active
Note The queue name can be set to any queue other than the default VBD queue, if
the user should have the possibility to decide the item.
Other conditions for a determinable item are:
The item must be available in a queue, where it can be decided.
The decide[queuename-][hold]ListItems setting in SCClient.properties in the SC
business model is set to true.
The user must have any effective rights on this queue.

Username ASCII string of the user name used

ReturnTo ASCII string of the url to call when done

Parameters are transmitted as rewritten URL.

The url ‘ReturnTo?rc=RetCode’ will be invoked when done. Retcode is the return code as described
above.

Display transaction form, based on prima nota with return code (not yet
implemented)

Parameters for function 05, display transaction form in a prima nota with return code (NOT YET
IMPLEMENTED):

Parameter Description

Fct “05”, function ID to display a transaction form

PN_NR ASCII string for prima nota number

REL_NR_IN_PN ASCII string for relative number in prima nota

ReturnTo ASCII string of the url to call when done

Parameters are transmitted as rewritten URL.

The url ‘ReturnTo?rc=RetCode’ will be invoked when done. Retcode is the return code as described
above. This function is similar to function 4 but returns rc = ‘0’ for accept, rc = ‘1’ for reject or rc = ‘4’ for
cancel.

Display transaction form, based on document number with return code (not
yet implemented)

Parameters for function 06, display transaction form based on document number with return code (NOT
YET IMPLEMENTED):
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Parameter Description

Fct “06”, function ID to display a transaction form

DOC_REF_NO ASCII string document reference number

ReturnTo ASCII string of the url to call when done

Parameters are transmitted as rewritten URL.

The url ‘ReturnTo?rc=RetCode’ will be invoked when done. Retcode is the return code as described
above. This function is similar to function 4 but returns rc = ‘0’ for accept, rc = ‘1’ for reject or rc = ‘4’ for
cancel.

Verify signature
Parameters for function 07, verify signature (STV):

Parameter Description

Fct “07”, function ID for verify signature (STV)

BNO ASCII string for the BNO

CountryID ASCII string for the country ID

BankCode ASCII string for the bank code

CustomerNo ASCII string for the customer number

AccountNo ASCII string for the account number

TransactionID ASCII string for the transaction ID

Amount ASCII string of the amount

Currency ASCII string of the currency

Envpsv flag to enable (1) / disable (0) visual verification (VPSV)

ReturnTo ASCII string of the url to call when done

Parameters are transmitted using the POST method.

The url ‘ReturnTo?rc=RetCode&src=parameterUrl’ will be invoked when done. More return data is
available from the returned parameter URL in the src key.

ParameterURL sends a stream with the content:

fct=07
FinalResult=cFinal
ApsvResult=cApsv
matchStatic=iStatic
matchDynamic=iDynamic
signo=iSigno
??? image=baReturnImage
??? imagetype=cImageType
??? imagesource=cImageSource
enablevpsv=bEnableVpsv
bno=BNO
countryid=CountryID
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customerno=CustomerNo
transactionid=TransactionID
amount=amount
currency=Currency

Retcode is the return code as described above.

cFinal is the final result, see pad_sv.doc.

cApsv is the APSV result, see pad_sv.doc.

iStatic and iDynamic represent static and dynamic match rates accordingly, converted to a string.

iSigno is a unique identifier for the data set (and corresponds to the internal signatory number of the
respective customer/account within the SignBase database).

baReturnImage is an ASCII coded byte array containing the returned image.

cImageType specifies the type of the image returned, see pad_sv.doc.

cImageSource specifies the source of the image returned, see pad_sv.doc.

bEnableVpsv, BNO, CountryID, CustomerNo, TransactionID, amount and currency are copies of the
values sent to the servlet.

Images are transmitted as ASCII coded byte arrays, the format of the byte arrays is described in detail in
the document pad_sv.doc.

Day One Verification (ICV - Instant Check Verification)
Parameters for teller request with function 15, Instant Check Verification (ICV):

Parameter Description

Fct “15”, function ID for verify check (ICV)

BNO ASCII string for the BNO

CountryID ASCII string for the country ID

BankCode ASCII string for the bank code

CustomerNo ASCII string for the customer number

AccountNo ASCII string for the account number

TransactionID ASCII string for the transaction ID

Amount ASCII string of the amount (in cents)

Currency ASCII string of the currency

Date ASCII string of the clearing date in local format

Image ASCII string of the image data in Base64

Username ASCII string of the user name used

ReturnTo ASCII string of the url to call when done
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When an image is sent then values such as the 'Amount' and 'Date' become mandatory. The information
is passed directly to the ICV and must be complete.

The ReturnTo parameter is optional. The check verification result page with the verification result, the
check data and the SignBase reference data is displayed, if the parameter is omitted.

Otherwise the url ‘ReturnTo?FinalResult=…&src=parameterUrl’ will be invoked when verification is
finished. The following parameter are appended to the ReturnTo URL:

ReturnTo parameter name Description

fct value: 15 (Day One Check Verification - ICV)

finalresult 0 - accepted (comment is not written)
1 - rejected (with comment)
2 - not processable (with comment)

comment Application Server written reason for not accepted check

bno used bank number, could be the default setting

countryid used country id, could be the default setting

bankcode used bank code, could be the default setting

customerno used customer number (only passed back in customer model), could be find
out by the application server, if only the account number was passed in the
request.

accountno used account number

transactionid passed or generated document reference number for the verified check

amount used amount (in cents)

currency used currency, could be the default setting

Sample Response:

http://localhost:8080/Caller/receiveResult?fct=15&finalresult=1&comment=Account
not found &bno=001&countryid=840&bankcode=31100092&customerno=28557833&
accountno=28557833&transactionid=000ICV0000000001&amount=152299&currency=USD

whereas http://localhost:8080/Caller/receiveResult was passed in the ReturnTo parameter in the request
before.

Other functions (not implemented)
Function 09 doesn’t apply in a browser environment and is therefore not implemented (see above).

Function 20 isn’t implemented since a servlet cannot tell a browser the target size and position of the
browser window.

Function 99 isn’t implemented since a servlet cannot kill a browser window.
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Overview Teller servlet interfaces (SignPlus EII Rel3.6 or higher)
(m) = mandatory, (o) = optional, (d) = default

Parameter meaning Servlet name
SPTellerEntry

Servlet name
Ups2Teller

Function Parameter name:
Fct= (m)
Possible values:
01 display account
02 display customer
04 get specific document (DocRefNo)
07 verify signature (STV)
15 verify Check (ICV)

Parameter name:
Action= (o)
Possible values:
1 display account (d)
2 display customer

Bank number Parameter name:
BNO= (o)
(default BNO from custom.properties)

N/A
(only default BNO from
custom.properties)

Country identification Parameter name:
CountryID= (o)
(default CountryId from
custom.properties)

N/A
(only default CountryId from
custom.properties

Bank Code Parameter name:
BankCode= (o)
(default BankCode from
custom.properties)

N/A
(only default BankCode from
custom.properties)

Customer number Parameter name:
CustomerNo= (m/o)
(mandatory for Fct=02)
(optional for Fct=01 if AccountNo is set)

Parameter name:
KdNr= (m/o)
(mandatory for Fct=02)
(optional for Fct=01 if AccountNo
is set)

Account number Parameter name:
AccountNo= (m/o)
(mandatory for Fct=01 if PersonalID is
not specified)
(optional for Fct=02 if CustomerNo is
set)

Parameter name:
KtoNr= (m/o)
(mandatory for Fct=01)
(optional for Fct=02 if
CustomerNo is set
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Parameter meaning Servlet name
SPTellerEntry

Servlet name
Ups2Teller

Personal ID Parameter name:
PersonalId= (m/o)
(mandatory for Fct=01 if AccountNo is
not specified)
(mandatory for Fct=02 if CustomerNo is
not specified)
If PersonalId is set, only Bank Number,
Bank Code and Country Identification
are respected, Account number and
Customer number are ignored.

N/A

Currency Parameter name:
Currency= (o)
(used in Fct=07 and Fct=15, default
Currency from custom.properties)

N/A

Amoun Parameter name:
Amount= (m/o)
(used and mandatory for Fct=07 and
Fct=15)
(Amount in cents, e.g. 152399 means
1523 $ and 99 cents, if Currency is
USD)

N/A

TransactionId Parameter name:
TransactionID= (o)
(used in Fct=07 an Fct=15)

N/A

Date Date= (m/o)
Clearing date in local format. Mandatory
when image is transferred.
ie: 10/21/13 (Oct. 21, 2013)
(used in Fct=07 an Fct=15)

N/A

search archive document Parameter name:
archiveDoc= (o)
(only used in Fct=04, default: n)

N/A

Document Reference Number Parameter name:
DOC_REF_NO= (m/o)
(used and mandatory for Fct=04)

N/A

Queue name Parameter name:
QueueName= (o)
(only used in Fct=04, default: none)

N/A

Username Parameter name:
Userame= (o)
(only used in Fct=04 and Fct=15,
default: none)

N/A
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Parameter meaning Servlet name
SPTellerEntry

Servlet name
Ups2Teller

Return to Http-address after jump
back via Teller buttons or shortcuts

parameter name:
ReturnTo= (o)

N/A

Blocking behaviour
(WAIT parameter)

N/A N/A

Popup window
displays result in a new browser
window without toolbars and menus

N/A Popup=true/false (o)
(d) “true”

Close Session
to be used without any other
parameters

N/A Parameter name:
close (o)

Sample calls to Teller servlets

SPTellerEntry
http://localhost:8080/SignPlus/SPTellerEntry?
Fct=01&BNO=001&CountryID=267&BankCode=706&AccountNo=33333&CustomerNo=33333&ReturnTo=http://
www.dilbert.com

http://localhost:8080/SignPlus/SPTellerEntry?
Fct=15&BNO=001&CountryID=840&BankCode=31100092&AccountNo=28557833&CustomerNo=28557833&Amount=12399&Date=05.07.2007&ReturnTo=http://
nasenbaer:8080/nase

http://localhost:8080/SignPlus/SPTellerEntry?Fct=04&DOC_REF_NO=72311&QueueName=VSV1

Ups2Teller
http://localhost:8080/SignPlus/Ups2Teller?KtoNr=2222222222&KdNr=2222222222&Action=1

http://localhost:8080/SignPlus/Ups2Teller?close

Kld2Teller
http://localhost:8080/SignPlus/Kld2Teller?
BNO=001&CIS=049&BANKCODE=706&CUSTOMERNO=2222222222&ACCOUNTNO=2222222222&action=1

http://localhost:8080/SignPlus/Kld2Teller?CUSTOMERNO=2222222222&action=2&POPUP
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